Chapter 16 - Stuff about Judiciary

Judicial Review
- the ability to determine whether or not acts of gov't are constitutional
- Supreme Court's primary tool for checking
- Supreme Court final authority on interpretation of Constitution
- established in Marbury v Madision (1803)
- used to overturn more than 150 acts of Congress and 1200 state laws

Construction
- Loose construction
	- belief that Constitution is dynamic, must change as nation develops
	- general welfare clause and necessary and proper clause require interpretation that allows for changing social, etc. needs
	- accused of 'playing "free and easy"' with established legal tradition
- Strict construction
	- belief that Constitution is static, must be followed to the letter
	- interpretation should be based on literal meaning or original intent
Strict v Loose ≠ Conservative v Liberal

Courts have personality based on the individuals serving on them, especially Chief Justice.

Constitutional and Legislative Courts
- three types of constitutional courts:
	- federal district
	- federal appellate
	- U.S. Supreme Court
- constitutional courts exercise judicial powers in Article III
- judges in these courts cannot be fired or have salaries reduced, but can be impeached
- President appoints judges for constitutional courts. Senate approves.
- Senatorial Courtesy - senators from a state consulted before appointing state-level judges
- district courts
	- original jurisdiction - first courts to hear cases, hears trials
	- 5th amendment gives federal district courts use of grand juries
	- 89 federal court districts + D.C. + Puerto Rico
	- 563 judges
	- >300,000 cases/year
- courts of appeal
	- established in 1891
	- appellate jurisdiction - they hear cases brought to them from lower courts on appeal
	- no trials or original jurisdiction
	- 12 courts of appeal
	- 11 regions - "circuits" 
	- +1 in D.C.
	- Supreme Court justices act as heads of circuits
	- 168 judges
- legislative courts 
	- not constitutional
	- judges have fixed terms and can be removed or have salaries reduced
	- claim court
	- territorial court
	- Court of International Trade
	- Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit
	- Court of Military Appeals
- court of claims
	- 1982
	- people can sue the government with congressional approval
	- 16 judges, 15-year terms
- territorial courts
	- district courts for overseas territories
- federal tax court
	- established 1969
	- determines civil cases brought by citizens against the IRS
	- 19 judges, 12-year terms
- court of international trade
	- designed in 1890
	- current shape in 1980
	- 9 judge, life terms
- court of appeals for the federal circuit
	- 1982
	- hears civil case appeals from trade and claim courts
	- 12 judges, life terms
- court of military appeals
	- established in 1950
	- 3 judges, 15-year terms
	- reviews disputed court martial cases

Supreme Court
- Congress created all courts aside from the U.S. Supreme Court
- created by Constitution
- Chief Justice and associate Justices - serve for life
- appointment by president, approval by Senate
- both original and appellate jurisdiction
- 4000 to 5000 cases appealed to Supreme Court yearly
- hears only 75-200 of these
- "writ of certiorari" is granted by 4 justices to hear a case
- lower courts can ask Supreme Court for ruling or clarification
- most cases rejected are due to "stare decisis" or "let the decision stand"
- all justices sit together to hear the case
- each party presents a brief and argues for 30 min
- then the justices go into conference and decide
- sometimes a brief "per curium decision" is issued which indicates a vote but no opinion
- 3 types of opinions:
	- majority opinion - states decision of majority (>4 justices)
	- concurring opinion - in agreement but more to say
	- dissenting opinion - disagreement
		- important if a similar case is brought up and the court decides to reverse its decision

Selection for Supreme Court
- justices check Congress and President
- serving on Supreme Court is one of the highest honors a person can attain
- 8 associate justices + 1 chief justice
- nominated by Pres, confirmed by Senate
- process of nomination highly political and controversial, requires compromise
- chief justice can be appointed from associate justices or outside the court
- president may apply a litmus test to potential nominees
- no obligation in serving to comply with the wishes of those who got the justice appointed
- justices sometimes make rulings that disagree with their beliefs but uphold Constitution
- Presidents often look to their party or supporters for potential nominees
- often race or sex is taken into account, barglefargle

Confirmation for Supreme Court
- Senate conducts confirmation hearings
	- senatorial confirmation ensures that President can't pack court with friends
	- can delve into personal things
- Interest Groups can affect the process

Judicial Activism and Restraint
- Supreme Court has power to make and change policies that affect all of America
- many judges and scholars support judicial restraint
	- judges should play minimal role in policy making
	- supporters argue that Supreme Court has no constitutional basis for legislating
- some believe in judicial activism
	- judges should correct policy errors
	- believers point to Brown v Board of Education of Topeka
- doctrine of political question
	- cited when Court feels an issue should be left to a different branch of gov't
	- judicial restraint ++
